The AMPS argument for black hole firewalls seems to arise not only from the assumption of local effective field theory outside the stretched horizon but also from an overcounting of internal black hole states that include states that are singular in the past. Here I propose to exclude such singular states by Extreme Cosmic Censorship (the conjectured principle that the universe is entirely nonsingular, except for transient singularities inside black and/or white holes). I argue that the remaining set of nonsingular realistic states do not have firewalls but yet preserve information in Hawking radiation from black holes that form from nonsingular initial states. * Alberta-Thy-4-13, arXiv:1306.0562 [hep-th] † Internet address: profdonpage@gmail.com 1
Almheiri, Marolf, Polchinski, and Sully (AMPS) [1] have given a provocative argument that suggests that an "infalling observer burns up at the horizon" of a sufficiently old black hole, so that the horizon becomes what they called a "firewall."
A brief form of the argument is the following: The assumptions of unitary evolution and of local effective field theory outside the stretched horizon suggest that at late times the Hawking radiation is maximally entangled with what is just outside the remaining black hole. This further suggests that what is just outside cannot be significantly entangled with what is just inside. But without this latter entanglement, an observer falling into the black hole should be burned up by high-energy radiation moving along the horizon.
The AMPS argument has elicited a large number of responses (including a few [2, 3, 4] to forms of the argument realized even before the AMPS paper), some of which appear to support the firewall idea [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] , others seem rather agnostic or ambivalent [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48] , and yet others of which raise skepticism about it [2, 3, 4, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 41, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 118, 119, 120] .
A rebuttal of many of the counterarguments has recently been made by Almheiri, Marolf, Polchinski, Sully, and Stanford (AMPSS) [121] .
The electrifying AMPS paper is currently a powerful and inflammatory argument, but it is potentially so shocking that within the physics circuit there has surged considerable impedance against accepting its conclusion, which is in high tension with past beliefs, so some of us feel charged to put energy into conducting research to resist it and to try to develop a theoretical firewall to block the flames and protect the equivalence principle from the blaze of this burning issue in a hot topic.
The AMPS (and AMPSS) argument explicitly uses the assumption of "low energy effective field theory valid beyond some microscopic distance from the horizon."
Effective field theory is local, whereas the constraint equations of gravity are nonlocal, so the assumption of effective field theory is almost certainly incorrect. However, the puzzle is how to incorporate the nonlocality of quantum gravity in a way that does not invalidate the observed approximate validity of local effective field theory. I further argue that within the remaining allowed 'realistic' quantum states, there are no firewalls, and the black hole information is preserved in the Hawking radiation of its evaporation, so that there can still be nearly maximal entanglement between an old black hole and the radiation it has already emitted.
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Let me propose the following classification of possible states in quantum gravity and/or quantum cosmology:
1. Unconstrained kinematic states are elements of a general state space with no requirement that they obey the gravitational and other gauge constraint equations. For example, in Wheeler-DeWitt quantum cosmology, they could be arbitrary wavefunctionals of three-geometries and matter field configurations on them, whether or not these wavefunctionals obey the Hamiltonian and momentum constraint equations. Because such wavefunctionals can be varied independently for different parts of the three-geometries, they can be considered to have the ordinary quantum field theory property of locality.
2. Constrained physical states are elements of the the unconstrained kinematic states that obey the constraint equations. For example, they could be wavefunctionals of the three-geometry and matter field configurations that obey the momentum constraints and the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. Because such constrained wavefunctionals have the behavior in the interior of a three-geometry constrained by the asymptotic behavior of the gravitational field, and/or by other asymptotic quantities, they do not exhibit the full property of locality in the way that nongravitational quantum field theory does on a fixed globally would expect that the curvature at the surface would be Planckian, and in that case one might expect the singularity to be near the surface, perhaps being effectively naked for a small region of spacetime. However, I mean for nonsingular realistic states to exclude states in which one can fall into a black hole from a region of curvature small in Planck units and suddenly see curvature large in Planck units or else a singularity, or the time reverse of this for white holes. I am not counting the final evaporation of a black hole as a bad singularity to be excluded, since it is transient and might be confined to a point or small region of spacetime that perhaps quantum theory might heal.
4.
The actual state is the actual quantum state of our entire universe or multiverse. I am suggesting that it is one of the nonsingular realistic states.
It is conceivable that all the constrained physical states do not have any singularities other than inside black holes that form and then evaporate away, in which case Extreme Cosmic Censorship would be enforced by the constraint equations.
However, in a spacetime picture it seems difficult to understand how this could be the case (though it could simply be a consequence of the inadequacy of a spacetime picture). It would seem plausible that one should be able to perturb the inside of a black hole with a perturbation that at infinity has zero energy and angular momentum (since inside a black hole there are modes of both positive and negative energy), so that there is no change to the asymptotic gravitational field. In fact, it naïvely seems as if one should be able to make an infinite number of perturbations inside the black hole that do not affect the asymptotic behavior. For example, at least classically there does not seem to be any obstruction to having any one of many different forms of firewalls just inside a black hole horizon but without affecting the outside at all. Presumably one could also modify the full Kruskal geometry classically by having the horizons replaced by null singularities while leaving the geometry for r > 2M exactly Schwarzschild. I do not know how to count such states in quantum gravity but would suspect that there are infinitely many states that look like a black hole from the outside but allow arbitrary perturbations inside that classically are singular in either the past or future. I think that it is only if one restricts to quantum states that come from smooth initial conditions without black holes (and evolve to smooth final states without black holes after the black holes evaporate) that one will get a finite set of black hole quantum states when the total energy is bounded. One might then suppose that such restricted states that are smooth in the asymptotic past and future will not develop timelike or null singularities like firewalls.
Previous discussions of an apparently unbounded number of quantum states inside a boundary of fixed area include John Wheeler's 'bag of gold' with a large cosmological region connected to an asymptotically flat spacetime through a small throat [122] . Rafael Sorkin, Robert Wald, and Zhen Jiu Zhang [123] have shown how this and other configurations can have arbitrarily large entropy within a fixed area, though they emphasize that these configurations will evolve to black holes in the future and white holes in the past and hence have both past and future singularities so that they "cannot be built classically without starting from a white hole." More recently, Stephen Hsu and David Reeb have done further analyses of highly entropic objects, which they call 'monsters' [124, 125, 126] . Yen Chin Ong and Pisin Chen show that some monsters are unstable but are not able to rule out all monsters [127] .
In this paper I shall make the hypothesis that not only is the set of constrained physical states a proper subset of the set of unconstrained kinematic states, but also the set of nonsingular realistic states is a proper subset of the set of constrained physical states, excluding 'monster' states that have more entropy than black holes of the same area without violating the constraints of quantum gravity (and also 'grireballs' that I myself have half-heartedly proposed [61] ). In fact, I shall assume that the set of orthonormal constrained physical quantum states inside a black hole of bounded total mass and angular momentum at spatial infinity is infinite, whereas the analogous set of orthonormal nonsingular realistic quantum states is bounded and is approximately the exponential of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy For example, Tom Banks [128] has proposed that the total number of quantum states needed to describe asymptotically de Sitter spacetime is the exponential of (Incidentally, the Planck+highL+WMAP+BAO satellite and other data [145] give the mean observed value of the asymptotic de Sitter entropy of our universe, an arbitrarily large number of perturbations on an arbitrarily large hypersurface of de Sitter spacetime by restricting the entropy to be the 'observable entropy,' the entropy within the causal diamond that is the spacetime region with all points both to the future and to the past of an observer worldline. The assumption is that only what is within one causal diamond is relevant for the corresponding observer, so that it is unnecessary for a quantum state giving predictions for that observer to include more.
If indeed each observation is sufficiently 'local' that it can be given by what happens inside a causal diamond (say by having its measure or relative probability given by the expectation value of a quantum operator confined to the causal diamond [132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139] [130] that also considered the possibility that such quantum gravity might have a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. As a result of these considerations, it is not clear to me that there is a preferred restriction to a causal diamond.
However, even if in principle one can deduce the measures of observations from a quantum state restricted to a causal diamond, one might find a simpler quantum state that includes many observer regions, or many causal diamonds. Therefore, it is not obvious that for finding a simple quantum state of the universe it would be best to restrict attention to a single causal diamond, but it is certainly one approach that can be pursued.
In any case, Bousso is making an assumption that the relevant quantum states can be restricted to a finite number when there is a positive cosmological constant. Now there are counterexamples to the specific conjecture that he made in spacetime dimensions greater than four [131] and also for Taub-Bolt(NUT) spacetimes in four dimensions [140, 141] . However, it is still plausible that if one makes a suitable restriction of the quantum states, there may be only a finite number for a fixed positive value of the cosmological constant. For example, Steven Giddings and Donald Marolf [142] argue that when one does group averaging to get quantum states that fulfill the requirement that each be de Sitter invariant, then when one restricts to states that are asymptotically de Sitter in both the future and the past, the set of such states is finite dimensional. They further conjecture that the number of nonperturbative asymptotically de Sitter states is the exponential of the Bekenstein-
Hawking-Gibbons entropy exp (3π/Λ).
Besides the arbitrarily large number of states for de Sitter spacetime perturbed at arbitrarily late or early times when the spatial volume is arbitrarily large and when one does not require that the spacetime be asymptotically de Sitter in both the future and the past (see, for example, [130] for a nice discussion of this point as well as pointing out that it need not be true for nonperturbative quantum gravity), one could alternatively add infinitely many perturbations to the unwrapped Nariai metric (the covering space of S 2 × dS 2 , which has an infinitely long time-symmetric throat) [143, 144] .
Nevertheless, if one evolves backward in time de Sitter with arbitrarily many perturbations added at arbitrarily late times, or perturbations to the infinitely long unwrapped Nariai metric, the Einstein equations would probably lead to a big-bang and/or big-crunch singularity. Even in these cases, there can be asymptotically locally de Sitter regions to the past and future, so for a finite number of states it is not sufficient to require that there exist one or more asymptotically de Sitter regions in both the past and future. For getting a finite number of states, in [143] I proposed excluding states that have a big bang or big crunch or which split into multiple asymptotic de Sitter spacetimes as the Nariai metric would with a large class of perturbations. I conjecture that this single-nonsingular-de Sitter restriction would lead to a finite number of quantum states [143, 144] .
In [147] , I showed that the total canonical (Liouville-Henneaux-Gibbons-Hawking- The firewalls proposed in the AMPS and AMPSS papers [1, 121] appear to be particular examples of violations of Extreme Cosmic Censorship. I am proposing that firewall states are just singular states that one should exclude from being considered physically realistic, in a way similar to the way Horowitz and Myers [149] suggested that the naked singularity of negative-mass Schwarzschild has the value of providing us with a criterion for eliminating such solutions and for giving a stable ground state. Even if one considers a firewall of large but finite energy density, evolving it backward would seem to lead to a singularity violating Extreme Cosmic
Censorship.
Long after the previous paragraph was originally written, Stephen Hawking [148] told James Hartle, Thomas Hertog, and me the following: "If black holes leave remnants, excited-AdS must also start with remnants. So let's assume black holes don't leave remnants. Then holes will grow to a maximum size absorbing information, and shrink to zero emitting radiation. Thus it naïvely appears to require near-maximal entanglement between subsystem A that is the near-horizon interior of the black hole and subsystem B that is the near-horizon exterior of the hole. Under the assumption of effective local field theory outside the black hole so that B evolves unitarily to become the late Hawking radiation, the principle of quantum monogamy [150] implies that the near-maximal entanglement of B with A would prevent B from being also nearly maximally entangled with the early Hawking radiation R as would be needed for the black hole evaporation to lead to a nearly pure final state and preserve unitarity for the formation of the black hole in a nearly pure initial state [1] . This is the essence of the argument of AMPS that unitarity plus locality outside the black hole requires a breaking of the strong entanglement between A just inside and B just outside the black hole and hence the formation of a firewall as seen by an infalling observer. Indeed there presumably must be some process that transfers the entanglement between R (the early Hawking radiation) and the (A,B) system (the remaining black hole and its nearby surroundings) to an entanglement between B (once these modes leave the region near the black hole to become part of the late Hawking radiation) and the early Hawking radiation R, and this would almost certainly involve violations of local effective field theory, perhaps of the form considered by Steven Giddings [64, 71, 89, 95, 113] . The main point of the present paper is that within the context of giving up the assumption of local effective field theory, the proposal of Extreme Cosmic Censorship may provide a simple way for excluding firewalls.
As an analogy for the distinction between constrained physical states and nonsingular realistic states, consider the singlet state of two spin-half particles. Normally, restricting to the analogue of nonsingular realistic states, we say this state has maximal entanglement between the one spin and the other. However, if we considered a small mathematical sphere around each particle (small compared with the par- However, in the more usual way of looking at the two spin-half particles, we exclude the high-energy states that would correspond to allowing the quantum fields on the opposite sides of the spheres to be unentangled. Therefore, we do not count this entanglement in the larger set of states that include the very high-energy states (energies up to at least Planck energies with a Planck-scale length cutoff). We can say that with respect to the low-energy states (energies not much larger than the sum of the rest masses of the two spin-half particles), the entanglement between the insides and the outsides of the respective spheres is illusory, so that indeed we can consider the two spins to be maximally (or very nearly maximally) entangled.
In a similar way, when we restrict to nonsingular realistic states in quantum gravity that obey Extreme Cosmic Censorship, we do not count the huge naïve entanglement between field degrees of freedom on opposite sides of black hole horizons.
This entanglement in a larger space of quantum states is illusory with respect to the nonsingular realistic states, so that within the nonsingular realistic states, an old black hole and its nearby environs can be very nearly maximally entangled with the distant Hawking radiation that has been emitted earlier, so that the total black hole formation and evaporation process can be unitary without violating quantum monogamy.
As the revisions of this paper were being finished, Leonard Susskind sent me an email saying, "I think we are on the same Page," and noting that Extreme Cosmic
Censorship is closely related to the 'stretching criterion' in his recent papers on "Computational Complexity and Black Hole Horizons" [116, 117] : "Black holes are formed in such a way that the complexity of the state increases." The main difference is that Susskind allows complexity to decrease in rare circumstances, analogous to violations of the second law of thermodynamics, whereas my Extreme Cosmic
Censorship is meant to be put forward as an absolute restriction in the set of realistic quantum states. However, since I do not have a precise criterion of what nonsingular states are in quantum gravity, it might well be that one cannot make an absolute restriction that I would have hoped Extreme Cosmic Censorship could be.
In conclusion, when one uses Extreme Cosmic Censorship (which excludes big bang and big crunch singularities as well as naked singularities, that is, all singularities other than transient black hole singularities) to restrict the allowed set of states to nonsingular realistic quantum states, the apparent strong entanglement across black hole event horizons is an illusion from a different viewpoint of a much larger space of states. There is no conflict between this illusory 'entanglement' and black hole formation and evaporation without loss of information, though this argument does not imply that one can avoid giving up the assumption of local effective field theory outside some microscopic distance from the black hole horizon, an assumption that has long appeared to be dubious. 
